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Abstract

The earliest and perhaps best example of an interaction between nutrition and dementia is related to thiamine (vitamin B1). Throughout the last century, research showed that thiamine deficiency is associated with neurological problems, including cognitive deficits and encephalopathy. Multiple similarities exist between classical thiamine deficiency and Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in that both are associated with cognitive deficits and reductions in brain glucose metabolism. Thiamine-dependent enzymes are critical components of glucose metabolism that are reduced in the brains of AD patients and by thiamine deficiency, and their decline could account for the reduction in glucose metabolism. In preclinical models, reduced thiamine can drive AD-like abnormalities, including memory deficits, plaques, and hyperphosphorylation of tau. Furthermore, excess thiamine diminishes AD-like pathologies. In addition to dietary deficits, drugs, or other manipulations that interfere with thiamine absorption can cause thiamine deficiency. Elucidating the reasons why the brains of AD patients are functionally thiamine deficient and determining the effects of thiamine restoration may provide critical information to help treat patients with AD.
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Thiamine deficiency has been linked to impaired cognition for decades

Nobel Prize–winning experiments in the 19th and 20th centuries associated with the discovery of thiamine revealed that a lack of thiamine in humans caused a common “disease” called beriberi, which includes a significant neurological component. Thiamine (vitamin B1) was the first vitamin discovered, leading to the concept of vitamins. In the late 19th century, two neurological components of beriberi were carefully characterized, although the link with thiamine deficiency was not identified until the 1930s: Wernicke encephalopathy (WE; mainly affecting the central nervous system), Korsakoff syndrome (KS; amnesia with additional psychiatric manifestations), and Wernicke–Korsakoff
syndrome (with both neurologic and psychiatric symptoms). The syndrome is often complicated by alcoholism because alcohol reduces the absorption of thiamine. However, prisoners of the Japanese in World War II became thiamine deficient and had all the symptoms of Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome in the absence of alcoholism. By the 1930s, the criteria for the diagnosis of Korsakoff psychosis required the presence of a triad of gross memory defects for recent events, disorientation, and confabulation. Using these criteria, early experiments in 1939 treated KS patients with a high-quality diet and a thiamine supplement and showed that subjects who received excess thiamine showed a recovery approximately seven times as great as those that did not (for a review, see Ref. 1). These experiments initiated research to test the role of thiamine in memory in humans and animals. It has been shown that thiamine deficiency in humans produces many of the neurological consequences of beriberi.

Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome, caused by a severe thiamine deficiency from alcohol abuse or other malnourished states, is composed of two clinical stages. The acute stage, WE, refers to the classical clinical presentation of mental status changes, ophthalmoplegia, and gait ataxia. In these cases the administration of thiamine not only resolves the acute symptoms but also may save the patient’s life. The chronic stage, KS, follows those who survive the acute stage when the mental confusion and the ocular findings resolve and the survivors are left with residual amnesia and confabulation. These syndromes represent the extreme consequence of thiamine deficiency, which has an essential role in CNS metabolism. We suggest that a chronic, long-term insufficiency of vitamin B1 (thiamine) may represent an upstream noxious event that later leads to the formation of plaques and tangles.

Several similarities exist between the cognitive changes in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and KS patients in that both the types of tasks for which performance is impaired and the degree of reduction are similar; some examples are show in Figure 1. Both AD and KS patients performed significantly worse than healthy controls but were indistinguishable from one another. Thus, understanding how disruptions in nutrition may contribute to dementia (including AD) must incorporate the rich history of research on the biochemical role of thiamine in normal and abnormal brain function. This paper discusses whether thiamine-dependent processes could play an important role in the development of AD—one of the most common disorders of the 21st century.

**Perspective on Alzheimer’s disease**

Alzheimer’s disease is defined by a progressive cognitive deterioration and neuropathological changes in the brain that consist of deposition of extracellular beta amyloid plaques and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) made of hyperphosphorylated tau proteins. This definition is equivocal for many reasons; for example, many controls have plaques at autopsy and an emerging literature also indicates that as many as 35% of the patients diagnosed with AD by comprehensive cognitive testing do not have plaques. This begs the question of whether the plaques and NFTs are causative of AD or just one of many downstream consequences.
Many other changes occur in the brains of patients that die with AD, including synaptic loss, changes in glucose metabolism, oxidative stress, reductions in thiamine-dependent processes, endosomal abnormalities, cholinergic dysfunction, lysosomal irregularities, and altered calcium dynamics, as well as changes in many other variables. Any one of the myriad of these pathologies could potentially lead to AD. Indeed, comparisons of immunocytochemical markers suggest that oxidative stress is more prevalent in AD than are plaques or tangles.8 Indeed, markers of oxidative stress in the urine of mice genetically engineered to make plaques precede plaque formation in the brain.9 An understanding of the relation of these variables to the disease and to the pathological hallmarks of plaques and tangles may enable development of new therapies. For most of these alterations, the temporal profiles are unknown, and defining these profiles will help to determine causal relationships.

**Glucose metabolism is always diminished in AD**

Extensive research has examined the relationship of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) biomarkers of amyloid and tau and compared those to glucose metabolism, as measured by \[^{18}\text{F}]\text{fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)} positron emission tomography (PET).10 Reduced glucose metabolism occurs in AD long before the patient demonstrates significant clinical signs of AD. The regional changes in glucose metabolism are also highly correlated to changes in cognition. The correlation of changes to amyloid as measured by PET scan is very poor.11 The common explanation for these changes is that glucose metabolism as measured by \[^{18}\text{F}]\text{FDG} PET reflects synaptic activity, and since a loss of synapses accompanies AD, the loss of glucose use merely reflects the decline in synapses. This is likely true but also raises the possibility that reductions in glucose metabolism promote AD.

**Glucose metabolism is also diminished in thiamine deficiency in humans**

Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome is associated with thiamine deficiency. The percent reduction in glucose metabolism observed in this clinical syndrome is approximately the same as occurs in AD. Thus, glucose metabolism is diminished by 20–30% in many brain regions, including several temporal, frontal, and thalamic regions,12 which can be improved by the administration of thiamine.13 Thus, if the deficits leading to diminished glucose metabolism in AD are also associated with a functional thiamine deficiency, they may be reversed by thiamine as well. An understanding of these changes in brain glucose is necessary to evaluate this possibility.

**Brain glucose metabolism, like that of other tissues, requires thiamine at critical regulatory steps and has unique features**

Thiamine-dependent enzymes act at key steps of glucose metabolism: transketolase in the pentose shunt, pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (PDHC) linking glycolysis and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, and the α-ketoglutarate dehydrogenase complex (KGDHC) in the TCA cycle. Glucose metabolism in the brain is unique in that it is much higher than in other tissues. The brain represents only 2% of body mass, but it uses 20% of the glucose. The high rate of metabolism may account for the brain’s sensitivity to thiamine deficiency.
Another unique feature of brain glucose is that it also provides substrates for the synthesis of multiple neurotransmitters, including both glutamate and acetylcholine. The two major types of cognitive drugs approved for the treatment of AD interact with these two neurotransmitters, as epitomized by memantine (Namenda) and cholinesterase inhibitors (e.g., donepezil). Current methods to assess brain metabolism are limited. For example, \[^{18}F\]FDG PET only measures the first step of metabolism, and it is likely that other changes precede alterations measured by \[^{18}F\]FDG PET.

Thiamine-dependent enzymes play key and sometimes rate-limiting roles in metabolism. For example, as mentioned above, transketolase plays a key role in the pentose shunt, PDHC links glycolysis to the TCA cycle, and KGDHC is often the rate-controlling step in the TCA cycle. Thus, a deficiency of thiamine would have a profound effect on glucose metabolism. The deficiency in glucose metabolism in Wernicke syndrome can be reversed by an addition of thiamine. This suggests that, if the deficits in AD are related to thiamine deficiency, they could also be reversed by appropriate administration of thiamine.

**Thiamine-dependent processes are diminished in patients with AD**

Thiamine status in the blood can be assessed by multiple methods, often indirectly by assaying the activity of the transketolase enzyme, which depends on thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP; also known as thiamine diphosphate), in erythrocyte hemolysates in the presence and absence of added TPP.\(^{14}\) The result, known as the TPP effect, reflects the extent of unsaturation of transketolase with TPP and gives a functional measure of thiamine deficiency. Thiamine and its esters can now also be directly assessed in small samples by very reliable methods.\(^{15}\) Another commonly used measure of thiamine status is urinary thiamine excretion, which provides data on dietary intakes but not tissue stores. For adults, excretion of less than 100 mcg/day thiamine in urine suggests insufficient thiamine intake, and less than 40 mcg/day indicates an extremely low intake.\(^{16}\) In studies that examined thiamine status in patients with AD, the TPP effect on transketolase in blood was significantly higher (12%) in AD than controls,\(^{14}\) and thiamine in plasma is reduced by about one-third in AD patients.\(^{17}\) These measures suggest that a significant portion of AD patients are thiamine deficient. Complete measures of all of the thiamine esters have not been made in blood.

The activities of thiamine-dependent enzymes in the brain have also been used as a measure of thiamine deficiency. The activity of the three thiamine-dependent enzymes shown in Figure 2—transketolase, PDHC, and KGDHC—is diminished in AD brains.\(^{14,18}\) The percent reduction varies (50–100%) between studies, and there are no contravening studies. Thus, a strong case can be made that thiamine-dependent processes are diminished in AD patients.

**Preclinical models demonstrate that thiamine deficiency leads to memory deficits**

An extensive literature documents an association between thiamine deficiency and memory impairment in animals. A few thousand papers have been published with multiple
permutations in treatments and duration, with the consistent conclusion that thiamine deficiency is associated with diminished memory. For example, thiamine-deficient rats show significant impairment in performance in the passive-avoidance task, avoidance learning, water-maze task, and the T-maze task. Thiamine deficiency induces impaired performance in the water-maze spatial memory task, although these animals were able to learn the task during the acquisition phase. Although the prefrontal cortex is generally considered to be invulnerable to lesions caused by thiamine deficiency, the lesions do cause neurochemical dysfunction in this brain region. Administration of the cholinesterase inhibitor physostigmine improves avoidance learning in thiamine-deficient rats, and thiamine deficiency results in reduced activity of the crucial acetylcholine synthetic enzyme, choline acetyltransferase (ChAT), in the cortex and hippocampus prior to actual memory impairment. As the thiamine deficiency persists and memory impairment becomes evident, thalamic ChAT activity also decreases. By augmenting the intrasynaptic concentration of acetylcholine, physostigmine reverses the consequences of these metabolic effects.

In addition, diminished learning in animals with thiamine deficiency has been related to reduced neurogenesis, which also occurs in AD. When mice were tested in a Y-maze, learning and memory functions declined in parallel with reduced hippocampal neurogenesis at times when the same mice did not exhibit regular pathological lesions, loss of cholinergic neurons, decrease of NeuN+ hippocampal cells, and abnormal long-term potentiation of hippocampal CA1 and CA3 cells. Re-administering thiamine reversed the weakened learning ability as well as the impaired hippocampal neurogenesis induced by thiamine deficiency at the early pre-pathological lesion stage.

**Neurochemical studies in animal models of thiamine deficiency support the concept that thiamine deficiency could be an important component of AD pathophysiology**

The concept of a biochemical lesion was first coined by Sir Rudolph Peters in 1929, using thiamine-deficient pigeon brains. The precise substrate for these changes in thiamine deficiency has not been determined, and many of the changes mimic those in AD. The brains of thiamine-deficient mice have been shown to have reduced activities of thiamine-dependent enzymes, the consequences of which are altered by age and genetic background. For example, thiamine deficiency reduces the activity of KGDHC by about 50% in young mature mice (3 months old) and about 80% in aged mice (30 months old). With respect to the influence of genetics, it has been found that, in BalbC mice, thiamine deficiency reduces the activity of transketolase by about half, and in C57 black mice, baseline activity is less than half of that in BalbC mice. Thus, residual activity after thiamine deficiency is very small.

Thiamine deficiency produces a cholinergic deficit, which is a well-established feature of AD. Thiamine deficiency--induced deficits in a neurological test in mice (the string test) or in an open-field test can be reversed by thiamine administration. The acetylcholinesterase inhibitor physostigmine (similar to donepezil) is as effective as thiamine, and the effect of...
physostigmine can be blocked by the muscarinic receptor blocker atropine. However, acetylcholinesterases that act only in the periphery are not effective. Thus, thiamine deficiency produces a central cholinergic deficit.\textsuperscript{28}

Thiamine deficiency also induces excess glutamate release, and blocking glutamatergic action with an N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) antagonist (similar to memantine) has a protective effect.\textsuperscript{29, 30} Memantine, which is widely used in AD, has a similar mechanism of action, suggesting that glutamatergic mechanisms are also altered in AD.

Furthermore, thiamine deficiency produces selective cell death in the brain,\textsuperscript{31} with the submedial thalamic nucleus being one of the most sensitive regions. The selective loss of neurons in this region and activation of other cell types has been studied extensively and involves both inflammation and oxidative stress. The responses in each cell type, shown in Figure 3, resemble those observed in brains from AD patients at autopsy. In thiamine-deficient mice, the temporal sequence of events can be determined; the changes in endothelial cells occur particularly early, which may lead to changes in other cell types. This is supported by the observation that blocking the early responses in endothelial cells is protective.\textsuperscript{31}

Perhaps the strongest evidence that thiamine may be involved in the etiology of AD is the relation of thiamine deficiency to plaque formation. Thiamine deficiency greatly exacerbates plaque formation in mice genetically engineered to make plaques (Fig. 4). Ten days of thiamine deficiency produces plaques throughout the brain, even in regions that do not normally have plaques. Thiamine deficiency also increase the phosphorylation of tau.\textsuperscript{32, 33} Furthermore, increasing thiamine with the compound benfotiamine reduces plaques, hyperphosphorylated tau, and memory deficits in a mouse genetically engineered to make plaques.\textsuperscript{34} Thus, the abovementioned preclinical studies provide strong evidence that thiamine deficiency produces abnormalities that are similar to those in AD, and the results support the suggestion that increasing thiamine in the brain may be beneficial to patients with AD.

### Possible causes of thiamine deficiency

If the hypothesis concerning the link between thiamine deficiency and etiology of AD is true, an important question in developing a therapeutic strategy is to understand why individuals may have developed a functional thiamine deficiency in their brains. As described below, a variety of conditions give rise to thiamine deficiency; however, none of these conditions have been directly linked to AD. The disease process itself may promote thiamine deficiency, which would not negate the use of thiamine clinically. Many common foods are high in thiamine, including fish (trout), pork, nuts (macadamia), seeds (sunflower), bread (wheat), green peas, squash (acorn), asparagus (cooked), dry roasted soy beans (edamame), and beans (navy) (HealthAliciousNess.com). In advanced countries, thiamine deficiency from pure dietary deficiencies seems unlikely because foods, such as flour, are enriched with thiamine. However, conditions that lead to altered gastrointestinal function are common and can decrease absorption, including conditions that interfere with thiamine absorption from the intestine. For example, gluten sensitivity can diminish absorption, and
many of the foods prepared to minimize the gluten content of food removes thiamine, which then must be enriched. Bariatric surgery can also cause thiamine deficiency.

Thiamine deficiency also occurs in many other disorders. For example, cancer patients often present with Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome, and diabetes leads to an apparent thiamine deficiency, possibly because of altered kidney function. Many different drugs and hormones alter thiamine status, a detailed summary of which was created by Kennedy. Several compounds in each of the following classes of drugs have been shown to alter thiamine metabolism: antacids, antiarrythmic drugs, anticonvulsants, antidepressants, anti-infective agents, antipsychotics, barbiturates, antineoplastic drugs, cardiotonics, contraceptives, dichloroacetate, diuretics, hormones, antihypertensives, laxatives, monoamine oxidase inhibitors, proton pump inhibitors, sedatives, and stimulants (for references, see Ref. 37).

Furthermore, some individuals have a higher requirement for thiamine. For example, one study showed that only a subset of alcoholics that are thiamine deficient develop Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome, and these individuals have a greater requirement of thiamine to activate the thiamine-dependent enzyme transketolase. More specifically, subjects who did not develop Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome required 16 μM TPP for full activation, whereas those who did succumb to Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome required 195 μM. Thus, the amount of TPP for full activation was ten times greater in the Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome patients. These results reveal an inborn predisposition to the development of a neurological disease that is likely to be clinically silent unless the individual with the predisposition faces an appropriate stress.

Thus, a decline in thiamine-dependent processes could be due to a diminished intake of thiamine, an altered thiamine metabolism, a genetic predisposition for a higher thiamine requirement, or modification of thiamine-dependent processes by oxidative stress. Regardless, enough thiamine may overcome these deficits.

Reversal of pathology with thiamine supplements or enrichment

Although thiamine deficiency has long been linked to memory deficits, the best way to increase the concentrations of thiamine and TPP in the brain is not well established. Thiamine administration does not lead to substantial changes in brain thiamine or TPP. On the other hand, if treatment is given early enough, thiamine does reverse deficits related to thiamine deficiency. Standard practice in the Western world is to treat delirious patients with thiamine and glucose. If only glucose is given, the brain can become damaged because of acidosis, and the results suggest that thiamine enters the brain to exert protective effects. In humans, administration of thiamine diminishes the symptoms of Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome, and in animals, thiamine administration reverses the effects of thiamine deficiency on thiamine-dependent enzymes, behavior, and neuronal death, as long as thiamine is administered before the changes are irreversible. Nevertheless, thiamine is a relatively poor therapeutic in that after administration of exogenous thiamine, thiamine and TPP levels in blood rise slightly and do not remain high for a long time. On the other hand, other compounds, such as solbutamine, benfotiamine, and fursultiamine, have been
designed to increase thiamine 5 to 10 times higher than thiamine and maintain these high levels for hours.\textsuperscript{39}

The effects of benfotiamine on cognitive impairment and AD-like pathology alterations were tested in a mouse model of AD, where a chronic 8-week treatment of benfotiamine dose-dependently enhanced the spatial memory of mice in the Morris water maze test. Furthermore, benfotiamine effectively reduced both amyloid plaque numbers and phosphorylated tau levels.\textsuperscript{34} These effects were not mimicked by another lipophilic thiamine derivative, fursultiamine, although both benfotiamine and fursultiamine are effective in increasing the levels of free thiamine in the brain. Benfotiamine, but not fursultiamine, significantly elevates the phosphorylation level of glycogen synthase kinase (GSK)-3-α and -3-β, and reduces their enzymatic activities. Therefore, in animal models of AD, benfotiamine may improve cognitive function and reduce amyloid deposition via thiamine-independent mechanisms, or it may alter thiamine metabolism in a different manner than fursultiamine.\textsuperscript{34}

Benfotiamine has been shown to dramatically reduce plaques in the brain.\textsuperscript{34} In this study, a comparison with the effects of fursultiamine, which does not alter plaques, suggested to the authors that the effects of benfotiamine were independent of thiamine and likely occur through benfotiamine’s action on GSK. Although the data do raise this possibility, they are limited and leave room for alternative interpretations. One important limitation of the study is that thiamine levels were measured 1 hr after one injection or after ten days of daily administration, whereas the plaques and GSK activities were measured after daily administration for 8 weeks. Brain thiamine is well known to be resistant to short-term manipulation of peripheral thiamine. Thus, both benfotiamine and fursultiamine had only minimal effects on brain thiamine and no effects on TPP or TMP. However, benfotiamine was much more effective than fursultiamine in raising blood thiamine—blood thiamine was increased two to three times more by benfotiamine than by fursultiamine (0.1 to 15 as compared to 0.1 to 7), as well as after ten days (0.1 to 6 as compared to 0.1 to 12). Thus, over 8 weeks, these higher levels may have had a larger effect on brain thiamine. Also, the authors measured whole-brain thiamine. Mammillary bodies, which are very sensitive to thiamine deficiency, have ten times the concentration of thiamine than does the cortex.\textsuperscript{40} Furthermore, endothelial cells are the cell type most sensitive to thiamine deficiency.\textsuperscript{41}

Preventing these changes in endothelial cells protects against brain pathology, including neuronal loss. Benfotiamine has also been shown to benefit endothelial cells in diabetics by acting as thiamine.\textsuperscript{42} The authors suggested GSK as an alternative mechanism. However, dosages of benfotiamine that reduced plaques by 75% did not significantly alter GSK activity. Thus, although this paper is very important, the conclusion about the role of thiamine following benfotiamine requires further investigation.

Both thiamine and benfotiamine protect against the peripheral neuropathy that occurs in diabetes in humans.\textsuperscript{36, 43, 44} They both reduce advance glycation end products (AGEs) by activation of the non-oxidative portion of the pentose shunt. Benfotiamine is a better therapeutic than thiamine because it raises thiamine to much higher levels and for longer periods than does thiamine and may beneficially alter other processes as well. The pharmacokinetics of benfotiamine has been well studied and it is very safe in humans.\textsuperscript{45, 46}
These studies suggest that benfotiamine may be an effective treatment for AD and have stimulated a clinical trial of benfotiamine in AD patients, supported by both the Alzheimer’s Drug Discovery Foundation and the National Institutes of Health (see ClinicalTrials.gov).

**Thiamine may also have other functions in the brain**

In addition, to its classical function as a cofactor in the form of TPP, thiamine has many other roles, including binding to amyloid and prions, altering acetylcholine release, and acting as an antioxidant. Recent studies show that thiamine binds to multiple mitochondrial enzymes in such a way that it may alter the interaction of the mitochondria with the cytosol. Thus, the beneficial effects of thiamine may be because of these other actions as well as on tradition thiamine-dependent enzymes.

**Previous efforts to reverse Alzheimer’s disease with thiamine or its analogues**

All previous studies of thiamine or thiamine analogues in AD have been underpowered; therefore, neither positive nor negative results are credible. The studies with thiamine were for short time periods and included small numbers of patients. The first was a double-blind, placebo-controlled crossover study, in which each patient received either placebo or thiamine followed by 3 months of the alternate treatment. While mean Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores during treatment with thiamine were significantly better than during the placebo period, no significant difference was observed in scores on the behavioral rating scales. A 1-year trial of thiamine failed to replicate the changes described in this study. In another study that examined the effects of 3–8 g/day thiamine administered orally, thiamine at these pharmacologic dosages was suggested to have a mild beneficial effect in AD. Furthermore, fursultiamine had a mild beneficial effect on emotional and other mental symptoms, as well on intellectual function, and sulbutiamine was shown to potentiate cholinergic and glutamatergic neurotransmission, mainly in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex.

A multicenter, randomized, double-blind trial evaluated the effects of a cholinesterase inhibitor with or without sulbutiamine on cognitive functions (episodic and working memory, executive functions, attention) in patients with early-stage AD. Compared to pretreatment, episodic memory decreased in the group receiving anticholinesterase alone but improved in the group receiving sulbutiamine plus anticholinesterase. At the same time, both treatments produced a persistent improvement of attention. Activities of daily living also improved in the sulbutiamine group.

**Conclusions**

Thiamine has been implicated in neurological problems, delirium, and dementia. Even though a role for thiamine in neurological function has long been known, we have only a limited understanding of its multiple actions. The safety of thiamine and its analogues suggests that a carefully designed trial of thiamine analogues, with appropriate power, should be conducted in AD patients.
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Figure 1.
Similarities between memory deficits in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and in thiamine deficiency in humans. Performance on a large number of cognitive tasks was compared in controls, Korsakoff syndrome (KS) patients, and AD patients. Performance on only three tasks are shown. Performance on each task declines similarly in patients with AD and those who are thiamine deficient (KS patients).
Role of thiamine in brain glucose metabolism for energy utilization and neurotransmitter synthesis. Like in other tissues, glucose metabolism in the brain uses thiamine-dependent enzymes at critical steps. The brain uses ten times its body mass in glucose compared to the whole body. Thiamine-dependent enzymes (noted by *** in the image) are situated in key steps of glucose metabolism: transketolase in the pentose shunt, pyruvate dehydrogenase as a link between glycolysis and the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, and KGDHC in the TCA cycle. Brain glucose also provides the carbon for synthesis of multiple neurotransmitters, including glutamate and acetylcholine, which are important in AD. The cognitive enhancers used in AD target the neurotransmitters acetylcholine and glutamate. Normal metabolism also results in production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which contribute to tissue damage, including neuropathy in diabetes.
**Figure 3.**
Cell-specific increases in markers of inflammation and oxidative stress occur in thiamine deficiency. Mice were made thiamine deficient and the brains were then analyzed for markers of inflammation and oxidative stress. Similar increases in these same variables have been observed in brains from AD patients at autopsy. In the animal model, the temporal response in each cell type was determined. Shown is the approximate order of appearance of the stressor within each cell type with thiamine deficiency, and the increases within each cell type are listed in the order of response. The endothelial cell response is first and blockade of endothelial responses protect against neuronal loss.⁴¹,⁴²
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Figure 4.
Thiamine deficiency accelerates deposition of thioflavin S–positive amyloid plaque. Mice were made thiamine deficient (TD) for 10 days, and the number of thioflavin S–positive plaques were determined throughout the brain. The graph shows the percent area occupied by plaques quantified from the cortex, hippocampus, and thalamus. Data represent the means ± SEM (control, n = 9; TD, n = 10) from 2–3 independent experiments.